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The Lindisfarne Helleborine (Epipactis sancta) endemic to the Holy island of Lindisfarne

A View from a Comfy Chair by the Chairman
To Study a New Natural Subject is to Open a New Door.
I remember showing Mark one day a list that I had made on a walk around Wentworth village; Mark had not long
started with my first MBNA mentoring group and so could still be impressed by my meanderings and recordings.
On that list included three species of hoverflies, and so started Marks fascination with a subject that he has taken to
great heights with an incredible and expanding life list of these insects.
Flies have always been a group that I find amazing – they are pollinators, recyclers, removers of dangerous waste
from the environment and are in a pivotal position in the food web that connects us with the nature around us. And
yet most people only think of danger and disease when thinking of flies. So, I would like to show you here three
flies that I have photographed this year that I enjoyed seeing – one a parasite to bees, another is a predator of other
flies and the third is a pollinator trying to look like a predatory hornet. Conops quadrifasctiatus, kite-tailed robber
fly Machimus atricapillus and the hornet hoverfly Volucella zonaria.

Conops quadrifasctiatus, Machimus atricapillus and Volucella zonaria by S. Rutherford

The Lindisfarne Quest
Steven Rutherford FBNA
There are lots of species birds, insects, mammals, fish and flowers in Britain that I would love to see; and there has
been lots of British species over the years that I have seen that, when I was younger, I never thought that I would
see. Birds when I lived in the northern village of Lemington (moved from there when I was 10) like the avocet,
hobby and marsh harrier were like mythical creatures to me; dragons and damselflies could have been real
dragons for all that I knew; sea life such as whales, sharks and dolphins that never ventured to the shore when I
was there; and there were the mountain flowers that I had read about, as exotic as any none native but harder to
find. And still there is so much to find and see.
Three years ago, I was stood on the side of a Scottish mountain in the pouring rain with Catherine showing her a
tiny, almost hair-like flower stem that reached the height of about 3 cm and was neatly hidden under some heather.
It was a Lesser Twayblade but was probably not the best weather to show off this nationally important flower to
impress her. I am sure she liked it more this year when I found it again and showed it to her in the sunshine. For
me finding something so exquisite and equally difficult to find and then being able to share with friends is the
reason why I keep looking.

The Snook, Lindisfarne by S. Rutherford

So now this was another year to look for another very special flower, a one that had evaded Pauline and me for a
long time of looking, the Lindisfarne Helleborine. This orchid was only discovered in 1958 and is only found on the
Holy Island of Lindisfarne with its total global range being held within one square mile of this small island that is
attached to the mainland twice a day by a causeway running the length of a couple of miles at low tide. We had
searched the Snook (the dunes on the west of the island) many times looking for these helleborine over the years
but they had always alluded us so this year we tried again. On a very warm July morning, with the tide coming in
and most of the day visitors leaving; we parked the car at the first parking spot after the causeway at the end
nearest the mainland of the island. As we took our first few steps into the dunes watching out for the pirri-pirri, a
native of New Zealand that plagues this part of the island with their hooked burrs that carry the seeds (at least they
keep the dog walkers away from this important site) I spotted my first find of the trip – not the helleborine, but a
new plant gall to me on mouse-ear, so after a quick stop for a photograph we were off again on our quest.

Marsh Helleborine by S. Rutherford

Northern Marsh, Common Spotted and Pyramidal by S. Rutherford

The main difficulty with this search is the fact that we were looking for a green plant within the green backdrop of
the grasses that hold the dunes together while ignoring the other orchids that are easier to spot and are more
numerous in these special grasslands. Northern Marsh, Common-spotted and Pyramidal orchids were producing
their beautiful spikes of erect flower heads at irregular intervals throughout the dunes to try to compete with the
carpets of the delightful Marsh Helleborine that made walking difficult as we tried not to stand on any. I knew that I
had to look around the foot of the dunes, and with missing them year after year, I also knew that they would be
easy to overlook again, so the search was on.

Mouse-ear Gall and Seaside Centaury by S. Rutherford

The concentration needed to scan these areas of rough grass was beginning to take its toll after nearly two hours
with only the briefest break of finding Seaside Centaury, a flower with only 930 records ever in the UK and on only
a handful of coastal sites.

Lindisfarne Helleborine hidden in a dune stack, detail of the flower head by S. Rutherford

We had just decided to give the search another quarter of an hour before we gave up when I walked to the top of a
low mound running between two dune stacks, next to the path was a small green spike about 12 cm high with two
obvious ovoid-elongate leaves and three flower heads that had gone over, my first Lindisfarne helleborine. Not the
best example but I called Pauline over and started to take some photos. Pauline got straight on with confirming the
identification making sure that it was what I thought and not the Tyne or Dune Helleborine (I wouldn’t have
minded either of these as a second best I suppose as both are also endemic to this part of Britain). The lower lip of
the flower being a plain green triangle with no pink tinge (the Tyne Helleborine) or backward curved slightly frilly
tongue (the Dune Helleborine) and the whole of the plant being green showing no red on the flower stalk
confirmed – Lindisfarne Helleborine. I found five more plants on this small dune stack and that could have been the
entire world population such is the rarity of this endemic orchid, and being a British Naturalist there is not much
that can beat that.

Entemology Corner
Paidiscura pallens – the Spider and the “Sputnik”
By Pauline Rutherford MBNA
Always on the look out for invertebrates, I came across a tiny yellow spider when tapping the hedges near the long
grass area at WGC recently. I got home and identified it as Paidiscura pallens, a very small spider often mistaken as
a young spider because of its size, but it is in fact an adult. As far as spiders go it is ordinary, yellow in colour and
about 1.5mm big, found in hedges or trees. It was fairly easy to identify but had to be recorded for garden Centre
records which are well over 700 species now.
I did an internet seach of the spider and this was where it got interesting! The egg sacs look like the Sputnik space
satellite! I showed it to Steve who thought “I’ve seen that before” and he went trawling through his photographs
and came up with one of the egg sacs on a leaf. The photo was taken in July 2017 when a few members of the group
did a mini bioblitz in a garden belonging to friends of Chris and Bob Fitt.
I found this spider defence mechanism so clever and quite amazing to look at. Even more amazing was that Steve
remembered seeing one before AND could find the photograph!!

Paidiscura pallens and Sputnik by S. Rutherford FBNA

A Wet Day Out? I think not, this is Carlton Marsh
By
Steven Rutherford FBNA
The forecast had promised to be howling winds and non-stop torrential rain. Would this be a good day to introduce
new members to the joys of the study of all things natural with the South Yorkshire BNA? As it turned out it was
the perfect day; calm breeze and a few dark clouds passed over and the company of 23 keen and knowledgeable
soles looking, for most of us, at a new site. I say for most as it turns out to be Marks old birding local, so, armed with
his “Observers book of Birds”, local knowledge and the help of Catherine and Sue we set off to explore this mixed
habitat.

Red Tailed Bumble Bee and the Long Hoverfly
Photos by P. Rutherford

The path runs straight through the reserve on a raised bank; views from the occasional vantage points give a
chance to see buzzards flying over the opposite low hill while the excitement of the kingfisher and water rail giving
tantalising glimpse around the water margins. But then there was a few splashes of sunlight illuminating the
beautiful path with a good mix of woodland edge trees, flowers and brambles and true as it was Mark started to
catch and show the hoverflies while Catherine described the bees foraging on the abundant blaze of floral colour
and Mike was showing his skills with the Leguminosae; others joined with information on trees, plant galls,
butterflies and birds. We are blessed with a wealth of knowledgeable and skillful Naturalists.

Kingfisher by D. Farrar and Water rail by S. Rutherford

I could give a comprehensive list here but that would just be what it was, a list; for me the day was far more than
that, it was a morning of study and learning. How to tell a Queen red tailed bee from a cuckoo by looking at its back
legs, what are the key features that tell a meadow brown from a gate keeper, a buzzard holds its wings raised
slightly to the wingtips, knapweed is a thistle-like flower but without spines and is great for attracting pollinators.
And if that was all we learned it would have been a brilliant session, but no, the information was none stop.
A great day, so thanks to Mark, Catherine and Sue for showing and sharing this, my new favourite nature reserve –
Carlton Marsh.

North Cave Wetlands
By Catherine Artindale
The burger van was open for coffee, the weather was sunny and warm but not too hot, breezy but not too windy.
On the Village Lake the graylag geese had arrived in their hundreds - was it their annual conference Mark
wondered? The stage was set for a smashing day for the visit to the North Cave wetlands.
The wetlands are the result of a partnership between Yorkshire Wildlife Trust and Humber Aggregates. As the sand
and gravel is quarried out, the land is re-wetted for wildlife. So far about half the site is a nature reserve, some is in
the process of being restored, and some still being quarried. There are many pools of varying depths, wet
meadows, plenty of hedgerows, and lots of both wet and dry scrub. This makes it a cracking place for birds and
insects and it is one of my favourite reserves.

North Cave Wetlands by K. Hinchcliffe

We started our visit with coffee, a natter together and watching the birds from the viewing screen at the entrance
to the reserve. Mark explained about the history of the reserve and how it had created the various habitats across
the site and the plan for the day, whilst I said a few words about what we were hoping to see, as well as the
ecological history of the wider area on the borders of the Fens.
Shieldbugs were the first insects of the day, with an instar of a woundwort shieldbug in the nettles by the screen,
and plenty of common greens as we walked down the lane from the car park. But dragonflies were the most
numerous insects of the day. Common darters were everywhere - landing on the paths, the lane and even on
Peter’s hat! It can be hard to distinguish these small red dragonflies from the ruddy darter, but one of the ways is
the shape of the abdomen which is quite pinched in the ruddy darter. In fact, we didn’t knowingly see any ruddy
darters all day. There were also a few brown hawkers but most of the day we were surrounded by migrant
hawkers. Like all beasties these can be hard to identify, but when one settled in the hedgerow, we picked up a great
tip from another visitor who pointed to a very distinctive mark like a golf tee at the top of the abdomen just below
the thorax. Later in the day we were all fascinated by a battle between two spiders over a fly caught in a web!
Sadly, Roy could not be with us so we weren’t sure of the IDs of these spiders but they did look like two different
species. The battle ebbed and flowed with first one and then the other backing off. And although all was quiet
when we walked away both spiders were still there and who knows how it ended! Generally the temperatures
were warm enough to bring the insects out but not hot enough to be too active, so although it very much felt that
the season was turning and that the insects were not as numerous as they would have been earlier in the year we
had some good sightings, including of course some of Marks beloved hoverflies!

Migrant Hawker by K. Hinchcliffe

Harvestman by M. Dudley

And the birding was fabulous and fun. In the morning the highlight was a raptor flying low past the hide. Kevin got
a grand photo and we agreed it was a juvenile peregrine. However, a local birder suggested a hobby. And when we
looked more closely at the shape of the moustache pattern on its head, we could see it was a young hobby. And of
course, it was hunting those dragonflies. Apart from the greylag - whose calls formed the background soundtrack
for the day - there were plenty of waterfowl but identifying them as they were moulting and in eclipse was
something of a challenge.
We also spent some time considering behaviour and in particular migration. We are all familiar with the usual
summer migrants - the warblers, swallows etc - and the winter thrushes. Many of our waders too are migrants,
visiting to breed or simply passing through. As North Cave is near the coast and on the Humber Estuary its scrapes
can attract these birds in some numbers and we were looking out for the migrating waders that had been
reported. In the end it was those of us who stayed on the reserve after lunch who saw them. In the way of birding
we spent ages trying to identify some waders on the far side of the scrape only to get splendid views from the hide
at the other side! This was also the hide that Trish had confessed earlier that she would like to convert to provide
her ideal home. And it did make for grand viewing! The waders turned out to be three green sandpipers who are
passage migrants who do not breed in Britain but are seen in the spring and autumn, plus one common sandpiper.
This breeds in the UK but tend to move south and west in the winter. Lapwing, snipe and curlew were also present,
probably having migrated from their upland breeding areas to the gentler climate of the reserve in preparation for
the harsher winter weather.

Watching the waders by K. Hinchcliffe

All in all, we saw 50 species of bird, as well as the geese in fantastic numbers. However, these were a drop in the
ocean compared to what would have been there once. The Northern Great Fen is now almost completely forgotten

but once covered a huge area of the Humber and its catchment rivers including the Don as far south as Potteric
Carr, and the Ouse as far north as York. It started to be drained on an industrial scale from the mid-17th century.
We can only gasp at the amount of wildlife that would have found a home in the Fens before then. One example
gives a flavour and is quoted in Ian Rotherham’s The Lost Fens. It comes from the record of the feast provided for
the enthronement of the Archbishop of York in 1466 when York was at one extremity of the Fens. Birds on the
menu included:
“Swans 400; geese 5000; capons 7,000; mallard and teal 4,000; plovers 400; quails 100 dozen; fowls called rayes 200
dozen [?water rail], peacocks 400; cranes 204; bytternes 200, chickens 3,000; pigeons 4,000; herons 400; ruff 200;
woodcock 400, curlews 100, pheasants 200; partridges 500; and egritts 1,000”
The Common Frog
By P. Rutherford MBNA
Most of us have seen a common frog Rana temporaria at some point either in water laying its spawn or probably
more common, when you are gardening and one jumps out from under the plant you are working around!
They are usually a yellowy/green or brown colour, they often have spots covering part of their smooth skin, they
have webbed feet and long back legs and have a dark patch behind the eye.
Other colour can be found like this red one we have had in our garden for a couple of years now. There is nothing
wrong with it, it isn’t a sign of deficiency or disease just a colour form which makes it look unusual and nice to have
in our garden.

Common Frog seen in water, in grassland and the red form in my garden
Photos by P. Rutherford and S. Rutherford

Nature Spotting by Boat
By David Swales
Esther and I have just been off on another mini adventure, this time we spent a very pleasant week on the Leeds to
Liverpool canal. September is a great time to canal boat, the summer crowds have gone, the weather is still good
and you have the waterway more or less to yourself.
Our self-drive hire boat “Sam’s Drum” came from Silsden Boats in Silsden which is about halfway between Bingley
and Skipton. Our 50 foot craft was well kitted out and very comfortable, though we knew it would be quite an
active holiday as you really do need a minimum of two people to get the boat along the canal system when you
have a mix of driving, swing bridges and locks to deal with (though it is possible to do all this on your own if you
are very experienced, which we are not). However, there would also be plenty of time spent cruising along too, so
not all hard work.

Our Boat by D. Swales

Canal boat is a really good way to see the country side as you can’t rush (4mph maximum top speed) and you get to
see the world from a whole new perspective. These waterways feel like a lost world superseded first by the train
then by road, both of which roar by from time to time where they come close to the canal. Soon enough the canal
meanders off again and the modern world is left behind once more and it is on these quiet stretches of water that
you find where much of our wildlife has retreated to as you slowly cruise along. It is easy to forget that the canal is
manmade but the wildlife has embraced it and a good mixture of time and nature has softened the whole scene
making the canal sit comfortably in the landscape.
The canal tow-path seems to be the perfect habitat for butterflies, with long unkempt grass the far side of the path
edge and a mix of sunshine and dappled shade created by the hedge, scrub and mature trees behind. One
particularly warm sunny day we cruised through butterflies for hours, many using our boat to rest and sun
themselves. The mix of Speckled Wood, Peacock, Red Admiral, Painted Lady, Comma and Small Tortoiseshell really
was a wonderful sight.
The thick overgrown edges of the canal were also a haven for small birds and we saw large groups of relaxing
Sparrows, squabbling Goldfinches, elegant Long-tailed Tits and a mix of Blue Tits, Great Tits, Wrens and Robins as
well as mob handed groups of Starlings on any overhead power cable.

Small tortoiseshell by S. Rutherford, Peacock by D. Farrar

One really nice sighting was a single Grey Wagtail stood by shallow water at the edge of a weir. Overhead there was
a flock of Canada geese in ‘V’ formation and we were treated to the acrobatic flight of Swifts as they chased the
insects disturbed by the passing of our boat.
We watched a group of Rabbits playing in a field, there was also a Jay and half a dozen Jackdaws searching around
on the field edge where it met the canal and a single Crow hunkered down in the crook of a dead tree watching us
and doing its best impression of an ill-omen. We also seemed to be followed everywhere by a mix of Swans and
Mallards on the lookout for tit bits; I guess they get well fed by tourists through the summer.
The only other thing of note to mention about the bird life was to do with a Heron. We saw a few during the week
but they normally took flight as we approached – apart from one. This Heron stood statue like on the canal edge
waiting. We passed close by but it did not flinch, it just kept an eye on us, but the second we were past it darted into
the water and came out with a fish. It had worked out that the boat would spook the fish bringing them up out of
the murky water – clever.

Grey Wagtail by S. Rutherford, Heron by D. Farrar

That evening after we had moored up, we sat out with a cup of tea watching Emperor dragonflies patrolling the
canal, then as it came dark, we saw a Daubenton’s bat skimming low over the water in search of a meal. By this
time, we were feeling peckish too and so retreated into the boat to forage in the cupboards and get another brew
on the go.
The mornings had a chill in the air to remind you the wheel of the year was turning again and this generated thick
mist over the water until the sun got high enough to move it away. Another sure sign of the time of the year could
be seen along the canal bank were the dead skeletons of Hogweed, Dock and Thistle stood lifeless, holding aloft
their precious cargo of seeds. Large stands of Rosebay Willowherb were spilling out their cotton wool like seeds
which were being picked up by the slightest breeze and blown along the canal, much of which settled thickly on the
water.

Misty Morning by D. Swales

For all it is the end of summer there were still many plants in flower. There was a mix of Yarrow, Ragwort, Tansy,
Hedge Bindweed, Herb-Robert, Red Clover, Hedge Woundwort, Creeping Cinquefoil, Fox-and-Cubs, Water Mint,
White Dead-Nettle and Meadow Sweet to name a few which caught my eye as we slid along the canal.
Not to be outdone, there were large swaths and stands of Bramble, Dog Rose, Elder, Hawthorn, Rowan and
Guelder-rose all heavy with fruit which really pop out at you against the general blanket of green.
Another thing I really like about canals are the areas of neglect where nature can come back in and reclaim lost
territory. We saw a few long-abandoned buildings by the tow-path almost totally obscured, and barely able to
support, a thick blanket of Ivy and Russian-vine which now smothered them. Nature trying her best to clean up
after us.

Guelder rose berries and bramble by S. Rutherford

The last major element of the landscape were the mature trees such as large Weeping Willows whose broken off
twigs flowed down the canal looking for purchase and a new chance to grow. There were also many large Sessile
Oaks heavy with acorns and knopper galls along with some magnificent Alders, clearly thriving in the damp
conditions.
At one point the canal passed by a classic Beech wood being clear under foot due to the Beeches impressive dense
canopy and ability to capture almost all the available light, allowing very little to reach the floor of the wood. As
you looked at the wood you noticed all the trees had tall straight trunks and were evenly spaced leading me to
think these were planted and tendered long ago by the land owner as a cash crop, and deliberately located adjacent
to the canal so they could be easily transported away by barge once felled.
However, it seems to have been a plan which was never realised, and with the land owner and the barge men all
long gone we have been left with a fine Beech grove that is now the playground for a number of Grey Squirrels and
a few sly Magpies following along on the ground looking for an easy meal of dropped nuts.
As we left the Beech grove and looked back you could see up on the hill a once very fine house, now in ruin, and I
could not help but imagine the land owner looking down from his comfy drawing room on his maturing, valuable
crop and wondering what he was going to spend the money on.
The other thing we both like about canals; is you never seem to be far from a good country pub where you can
relax at the end of the day with a well-earned pint of real ale.
Here’s to holidays, cheers everyone.

Coming up…….
• October 13th, Potters Hole Wood looking for fungi
• November 9th, Trees at Wortley Hall
• December 8th, Wentworth in Winter Walk
• January 10th, AGM at Wentworth garden Centre
Copy date for the next issue is 1st January 2020 please send me your contribution
prutherford161@btinternet.com

And remember to keep up to date with us on Social Media (you don’t need a personal account for this just
enter the name in your search)
Facebook –

f

BNA South Yorkshire

Twitter –

@syorksbna @BNAscience

